FALL in LOVE with your HOME.
## END OF SUMMER SALE
### SAVE 10% ON SELECT ULTIMA SERIES™

**ULTIMA SERIES™ ZT3**
- 60” AeroForce™ reinforced fabricated deck
- Standard front caster suspension
- 24 hp** Kawasaki® V-twin engine
- 24” premium high-back seat

**STARTING AT $4,499**
**REFLECTS 10% OFF**

**ULTIMA SERIES™ ZTX5**
- Commercial-grade 1.5” x 3” tubular frame
- 10-gauge steel fabricated AeroForce Max™ decks
- Rollover protective system (ROPS)
- Dual ZT-3200™ transmissions
- Up to 24 hp** Kawasaki engines

**STARTING AT $5,849**
**REFLECTS 10% OFF**

**ULTIMA SERIES™ ZTX6**
All the features of the ZTX5 PLUS:
- Dual ZT-3400™ transmissions
- More powerful Kawasaki and Kohler EFI engines up to 27 hp**
- 24” high-back seat with independent seat suspension
- Up to 9 mph speed

**STARTING AT $6,839**
**REFLECTS 10% OFF**

**XT1™ LT42 w/ IntelliPower™**
- 547cc Cub Cadet engine featuring IntelliPower™ technology for less bogging down and a consistent cut in heavy, wet grass
- 42” stamped twin-blade cutting deck

**PRICE $1,699**

**XT2™ LX42**
- 679cc Cub Cadet® V-twin engine
- 42” stamped twin-blade cutting deck
- Includes Performance Package features

**PRICE $2,099**

**RZT® SX 42**
- Four-wheel steering w/ steering wheel control
- 679cc Cub Cadet EFI engine w/ push-button electric start
- 42” stamped twin-blade cutting deck

**PRICE $3,499**

---

**INDEPENDENT DEALER**
**Cub Cadet**

**YOUR INDEPENDENT DEALER – EXPERT SERVICE. LOCALLY OWNED.**
The advice, service, selection and support you need to find the right fit for you.

**Perrville Outdoor Products**

814 N KINGSHIGHWAY
PERRYVILLE, MO 63775
(573) 547-9996
www.perrvilleoutdoorproducts.com

---

1 10% off regular retail price of Ultima Series ZT3, ZTX5, ZTX6 models. Offer is valid 8/24/20 - 10/31/20 and is not eligible on other models. Offer available at participating dealers. Cannot be combined with any other offer.

2 Restrictions apply. See store for details.

*Product Price — Actual retail prices are set by dealer and may vary. Taxes, freight, setup and handling charges may be additional and may vary. Models subject to limited availability.

Specifications and programs are subject to change without notice. Images may not reflect dealer inventory and/or unit specifications.

** As rated by Kohler, all power levels are stated in gross horsepower at 3600 RPM per SAE J1940 as rated by engine manufacturer.

As required by Kawasaki, horsepower tested in accordance with SAE J1995 and rated in accordance with SAE J2723 and certified by SAE International.

© 2020 Cub Cadet

**EXCEPTIONAL FINANCING OFFERS AVAILABLE**
HOW TO HANG A MIRROR

A mirror can add light, depth and elegance to a room. Here are a few tips for a quick and easy installation.

USE THE RIGHT HARDWARE
Drywall, wood and brick require different types of anchors to support a mirror. You’ll also need to consider the mirror’s size and weight when determining the kind and quantity of hooks to use. For a frameless mirror, you can mount clips or use a strong adhesive.

FIND THE RIGHT SPOT
Use a measuring tape and level to determine the ideal location to hang your mirror. Opt for a height that’s at eye level for most adult members of your household. Avoid hanging a mirror opposite a window that gets direct sunlight as this can create a blinding reflection. Take your time to mark the spot for each nail or screw with a pencil.

Once you’ve chosen a location and installed the hardware, carefully hang your mirror. Make sure it’s secure before you let go, then step back and enjoy the view.

WATCH THE WEIGHT!
Keep in mind that some mirrors are too heavy for drywall, even with a large anchor. If your mirror weighs more than 110 pounds, you’ll need to secure it to a stud.

The Bank of Missouri
Home Sweet Home

From date night on the front porch to finally tackling all of those DIY projects, home is where life happens. As a local community bank, we work closely with our customers to understand their priorities and the changes that affect their finances. No matter how you choose to bank, The Bank of Missouri is here for you. Get started at BANKOFMISSOURI.COM.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT TILE

Not all tiles are the same. In fact, each type has its own characteristics that make it well suited for some spaces and less than ideal for others. Here’s what you should know before you start your next tiling project.

CERAMIC
The durability of a ceramic tile depends on its PEI rating, which measures the surface enamel’s resistance to abrasion. Class 1 and 2 tiles are lightweight options perfect for shower walls and backsplashes. On floors, however, you’ll need at least a class 3 tile to avoid cracking the surface.

PORCELAIN
This material is available in a wide range of styles and can be made to look like just about any type of flooring. Porcelain is highly resistant to damage, stains and moisture, which makes it a good choice for bathrooms, kitchens and entryways.

NATURAL STONE
From marble and slate to granite and limestone, there’s no denying the elegance of stone tiles. However, the porous texture of certain types makes them harder to clean and more susceptible to scratching. To prevent water damage and stains, you’ll need to regularly apply a high-quality sealant.

GLASS
While not recommended for floors, glass tiles can be used to create a mosaic-styled backsplash in the kitchen or an accent piece around a bathtub. Using the material can brighten up a room as glass reflects light and pairs wonderfully with natural surfaces like wood and stone.

Once you’ve selected your tiles, leave installation to the professionals. Their experience allows them to work efficiently, waste fewer materials and create unique designs.

Shelter Almanacs
Are here ... and they’re free!
Stop by and pick yours up today.
No purchase necessary. While supplies last.

Glendon Sattler
16 N. Jackson
Perryville, MO 63775
573-547-2501
GSattler@ShelterInsurance.com
We’re your Shield. We’re your Shelter.

Werner Auto Body LLC
Complete Auto Body Repair
Computer Frame and Wheel Alignment
704 N. Kingshighway
Perryville, MO 63775
573-547-2568
Fax 573-547-1243
www.wernerautobody.com

BUCHHEIT
Look & Key
108 E North St.
Perryville, MO 63775
573-547-8526
24/7 Emergency services
All year residential, commercial, automotive, & safe needs.
3 REASONS TO CONSIDER AN INDUCTION COOKTOP

Are you in the market for a new stove? If so, here are three benefits of opting for an induction cooktop or range.

1. RAPID COOKING
   Powered by electricity, an electromagnetic field beneath the glass cooktop transfers a current to the pot or pan. This efficient process directly heats up the cookware rather than warming a burner which then transfers heat to the pot. Keep in mind that the cookware must contain a ferromagnetic metal like stainless steel or cast iron to work.

2. EASY CLEANING
   Since the glass cooktop doesn’t have a hot burner, stray food and spills won’t get burned to the stove. This makes cleanup a lot less strenuous. However, you should wait a few minutes before you wipe down the surface as the pot will have transferred heat onto the cooktop.

3. CONSISTENT HEATING
   Induction ranges and cooktops provide consistent heat, even at their lowest setting, and allow you to make accurate temperature adjustments. Plus, since the cookware is heated directly, no energy is lost in the transfer from burner to pot.

One additional thing to keep in mind about induction stoves is that they draw a fair amount of power. For this reason, you’ll need to determine whether your circuit breaker has the adequate rating. If you’re unsure, consult a licensed electrician.
UNWIND ON A DAYBED

If you want an elegant piece of furniture built for lounging, consider including a daybed in your home decor. This trendy item offers a number of advantages.

A cross between a couch, single bed and chaise longue, the daybed is a versatile piece of furniture. It’s equally great as a spot for sitting, sleeping or curling up with a book.

Plus, a daybed is just as stylish as it is functional. Available in a wide variety of materials and styles, it can tie in with nearly any design esthetic. Use yours to create a private retreat or an inviting area for guests.

This multipurpose piece of furniture can be used to optimize your living space without having to compromise on decor. To find the right daybed for your home, visit a furniture store in your area.
**2020 TRENDS WHY GLASS PARTITIONS DESERVE A LOOK**

If you want to create designated spaces in your home without sacrificing the airiness of open-concept living, glass partitions offer a beautiful compromise.

This type of room divider helps block out noise while continuing to let in plenty of natural light. If you want to create an office space or reading nook in your living area, for example, such partitions are ideal. Alternatively, glass walls can be used to keep strong smells in the kitchen without obstructing sight lines.

From intricately etched panels to industrial steel frames, glass partitions can be incorporated into any style of home and customized to fit any space. Plus, they’re typically made of tempered glass, which means they won’t shatter into sharp pieces if they accidentally break.

To help you make the most of this practical and striking feature, consult an interior designer.

---

**Liberty Glass Provides Top Quality Products & Premium Service.**

Visit us today for help you with all of your New Construction, Commercial, or Fall Remodels projects.

**Fall is Here!**

Providing quality products for your home, business or vehicle for over 50 years.

Liberty Glass Co.

Sales • Service • Installation

Windows, Doors, Cabinet Glass, Shower Enclosures & More • 507 Old St. Mary’s Road, Perryville, MO • 573-547-2579 • www.libertyglasscompany.com
STIHL

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

SAVE $60
MS 250 CHAIN SAW
$299.99
$359.99 CDC-SRP
18” bar*

REAL STIHL. FIND YOURS.
Offer valid through 11/30/20 at participating dealers while supplies last.

SAVE $30
BG 56 C-E GAS BLOWER
$159.99
$189.99 CDC-SRP
An easy-to-use handheld blower with a simplified starting system
Offer valid through 11/30/20 while supplies last.

SAVE $20
BGA 57 SET BATTERY BLOWER
$179.99
$199.99 CDC-SRP
Delivers powerful STIHL performance combined with great control and comfortable operation
Offer valid through 1/30/20 while supplies last.

OR, UPGRADE!
SAVE $90
BGA 57 BUNDLE BATTERY BLOWER
$249.99
$339.98 CDC-SRP
Includes charger and two batteries
Bundle includes unit, charger, and two powerful STIHL batteries: AK 20 & AK 30
Offer valid through 11/30/20 while supplies last.

*The actual listed guide bar length can vary from the effective cutting length based upon which powerhead it is installed. At participating dealers while supplies last. © 2020 CDC STIHL

Perryville Outdoor Products
814 N. Kingshighway • Perryville
(573) 547-9996
PerryvilleOutdoorProducts.com
7 ESSENTIAL STEPS FOR PAINTING KITCHEN CABINETS

An effective and affordable way to freshen up your kitchen is to paint the cabinets. For great results, follow these seven steps.

1. REMOVE DOORS AND DRAWERS
   Start by taking apart the cabinets so you can work on a flat surface. You should also remove all handles, hinges and other hardware. Be sure to number the doors and drawers so you know where each item goes when you reassemble the cabinets.

2. CLEAN EVERY SURFACE
   To remove fingerprints, grease and other residue, wipe down all components of the cabinets with a solution of warm water and liquid dish soap. Rinse thoroughly and let each surface dry completely before you move on to the next step.

3. LIGHTLY SAND EACH SURFACE
   Remove the finish on the doors and cabinets using a sanding block with fine-grit paper. This will create a rough surface for the paint to grip. If the existing paint is peeling, you may need to start with a medium- or coarse-grit sandpaper and then finish with one that has a finer grain.

4. REMOVE ALL THE DUST
   Sanding the cabinets will create wood dust, which needs to be removed to ensure a smooth paint job. Start by vacuuming up the loose particles, then wipe down each surface with a damp cloth. Allow the cabinets to dry completely.

5. APPLY A COAT OF PRIMER
   An undercoat of primer helps ensure the paint’s adhesion. Be sure to apply it evenly to all surfaces. For a more eco-friendly option, choose a water-based product.

6. ADD TWO COATS OF PAINT
   Once the primer dries completely, apply a thin coat of paint to the interior and exterior of the cabinets, doors and drawers. Make sure the paint flows into the corners of any raised features. Wait at least three hours for the paint to dry before you apply the second coat.

7. LET THE PAINT CURE
   To ensure your cabinets are resistant to scratches and dents, wait a week or two for the paint to harden before you reinstall the doors and drawers.

Once your cabinets have been re-mounted, consider getting stylish hardware and light fixtures to enhance your kitchen’s new look. These elements will help define the space’s style.

PRO TIP!
For a flawless finish, lightly sand every surface after the primer dries and between each coat of paint. This will remove dirt and dust particles that would otherwise create a rough texture.

Love your FLOOR a little more...
Enhance the look of your home with our variety of beautiful flooring options. Stop by our showroom and let us help find the perfect match for you!
HARDWOOD FLOORS: REPAIR OR REPLACE?

Have your hardwood floors seen better days? If the planks are dull, stained, damaged or creaky, you may be wondering if you should refinish them or simply start over. Here are some factors to consider before you decide.

REPAIR
If you like the look of your hardwood floors, you may be able to revive them. Sanding and varnishing as well as staining the wood can extend the lifespan of your floors by a few years. If the planks are warped or worn thin, however, they’re likely beyond repair. Similarly, if numerous damaged planks need to be replaced, you’re probably better off starting over.

REPLACE
If you’re in the mood for a change, installing new flooring is an opportunity to completely transform the look of your home. Plus, it will last for many years to come. It should also be noted that renovating old floors can take several days, whereas replacing them is a fairly quick process albeit more expensive.

If you’re still uncertain about whether to repair or replace them, ask a professional to evaluate the condition of your hardwood floors. He or she will be able to recommend a solution.
5 COMPONENTS OF A COZY NURSERY

If you have a baby on the way, you’ll probably want to think about creating a nursery. Here are five design elements to incorporate into the room.

1. A SOFT, NEUTRAL PALETTE
Create a soothing space with light tones and pastel colors. Options like seafoam green, lavender and cream are lovely alternatives to the traditional pale pink and baby blue. Be sure to use eco-friendly paint that doesn’t contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

2. A DURABLE FLOOR
Favor strong materials like bamboo, cork and vinyl that will provide a comfortable play surface for your infant. Avoid flooring with a glossy finish as it will highlight every scratch and imperfection. A soft rug makes a nice addition to the space, and there are colors and designs for every taste.

3. AN ERGONOMIC CHAIR
A comfortable place to feed, soothe and read to your baby is essential. Opt for a rocking chair, glider or simply one with sufficient padding. For those 3 a.m. wake-up calls, treat yourself to a rocking ottoman as well so you’ll have a place to rest your feet.

4. A VERSATILE CHANGING TABLE
An increasing number of vendors now offer multi-purpose changing tables that double as a dresser or bookcase. In addition to being an attractive piece of furniture, you’ll have plenty of storage space for clothes and toys as your child gets older.

5. A SAFE PLACE TO SLEEP
Before you purchase a new or second-hand crib, make sure it adheres to the latest government safety standards. This includes having a tight-fitting mattress and bars that are no more than 2-3/8 inches apart. You should also be aware that drop-side cribs are a hazard and their sale is prohibited.

For the finishing touches, install a roller shade or thick curtains to make nap time easier. You should also include a few lighting options such as a ceiling light, table lamp and nightlight.
TIME ISN’T ALL YOU’LL SAVE.

2 GREAT WAYS TO SAVE
For each new mower/deck combination you buy, choose one of our available cream-of-the-crop deals.

1
UP TO $750 OFF
PowerVac™ Collection System and Low Payment Financing

2
UP TO $400 INSTANT REBATE and Low Payment Financing

814 N. KINGSHIGHWAY
573.547.9996
PERRYVILLEOUTDOORPRODUCTS.COM
Committed to the Cut.
Concrete is a durable and affordable material that can be used to build a patio or walkway on your property. Here’s what you need to successfully pour a concrete slab.

1. A STABLE BASE
   Excavate a hole that’s the right dimensions for your project, then add a layer of compacted gravel that’s at least four inches deep. This facilitates soil drainage and will help prevent the slab from shifting and cracking when the ground freezes and thaws.

2. A STRONG FORM
   A form is a framework that holds the liquid concrete in place to ensure it hardens in the desired shape. For best results, use straight wood planks to build the form and firmly brace the sides. You should also reinforce the concrete with rebar to strengthen the slab and prevent cracking.

3. A STEADY HAND
   When you pour the concrete, make sure it seeps into every crevice. Once the form is filled, you’ll need to remove air bubbles and smooth out the surface of the slab with a bull float and trowel. Allow the concrete to harden overnight before you carefully remove the form.

Keep in mind that pouring concrete can be a challenge, particularly for large-scale projects like a garage floor. To ensure the job is done correctly, leave it to the professionals.
3 WAYS TO DISPLAY YOUR WINE BOTTLES

If you want to display your wine collection, here are three simple ways to showcase your bottles.

1. ON A BAR CART
Opt for one made of reclaimed wood or with an industrial metal frame. Lay out an assortment of bottles and glasses to create a look that’s as stylish as it is functional. Make sure your cart is on wheels so you can entertain in any room in your home.

2. IN A HUTCH
Traditionally used to display dishware, this classic piece of dining room furniture can also be used to showcase your wine collection. Choose one with plenty of space and open shelving to highlight bottles and glassware. You’ll also want your hutch to have drawers and cabinets as these are helpful for storing bar tools and accessories.

3. ON A MOUNTED RACK
From simple metal pegs to elaborate wood shelving, you can display your wine collection by hanging it from a wall-mounted rack. You can choose either a vertical or horizontal model and select a style that suits your decor.

Keep in mind that the ideal temperature for storing all wines, red or white, is around 45 to 55 degrees Fahrenheit. Additionally, it’s best to keep bottles out of direct sunlight.
5 REASONS TO RENOVATE YOUR HOME IN THE FALL

Although most home renovation projects can be undertaken at any time of the year, there are numerous advantages to starting them in the fall. Unless you need to deal with urgent repairs, here are five reasons it’s best to renovate in autumn.

1. IDEAL TEMPERATURES
Unlike the weather that’s typical in winter and summer, the coolness of fall offers optimal working conditions for most renovation projects.

2. PROMPT SERVICE
Since the demand for home maintenance work tends to diminish at the end of summer, contractors and tradespeople are more readily available in the fall. This means shorter wait times for service.

3. LOWER COSTS
Given the decrease in demand at this time of the year, some home renovation companies reduce their prices in the fall, which could allow you to enjoy considerable savings.

4. SIMPLER LOGISTICS
The influx of workers, temporary loss of living space and ubiquitous layer of dust that come with a major renovation will be much less inconvenient once your kids have returned to school in the fall.

5. WINTER PREPARATIONS
If you complete projects like replacing windows, improving insulation and upgrading the heating system in the fall, you can make sure your home is ready for winter. Plus, you’ll have a stylish new space for the holidays.

In addition, postponing your renovation projects until the fall will allow your family to enjoy backyard summer weather without the constant noise and bustle of a major renovation project.
BUCHHEIT METALS

Fast Delivery Options
40 Year Warranty

WeatherXL • valspar

Wide Selection of Colors • Custom Cuts • Free Estimates

34102 State Highway 25, Advance, MO 63730 • (573) 722-5083

AVAILABLE AT • BUCHHEIT

NEW CONSTRUCTION • REPAIR & REMODEL • CABINETS • DECKS • POLE BARN • METAL BUILDINGS

NOT SURE WHERE TO START?

Ask our Project Experts at

BUCHHEIT

buchheits.com/appointment